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Sustainable Water Management 

development Activity by the CPTAC 

Sustainable Water 

Budget 

 The concept of sustainability was a key theme of the 

CPWAC Strategic Plan for 2008-2010. 

 The CPWAC directed its TAC to develop a Sustainable 

Water Budget for the region to provide information that 

address uncertainty and gaps in data and to provide a 

better understanding of the human and ecosystem 

demands for water. 

 Activity on the SWB stalled for about a year but was  

picked up again be the TAC beginning in 2012. 

 TAC development of a matrix for sustainable water 

framework. This matrix identifies the criteria, indicators, 

and measures for the goal of sustainable management. 
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At Risk Water Project: CPTAC members of 

the team (community and ecosystem water supply measures)  

A lot of the characterization and risk assessment 

work taken over by the MNA’s Sustainable Springs 

Program 

Coyote Springs 

Mormon Lake 

Verde River 

Designed to determine important hydrologic features (SW, GW, springs, 

Lakes, and wetlands) on the Coconino Plateau and determine their risk. 



Chevelon Creek seeps 

Blue spring 

Seba Delkai spring 

Leupp Wellfield OW-2 

Selected monitoring sites 

for M&I and ecosystem 

response (community and 

ecosystem water supply measures) 



USGS Scenario report, 

DRAFT results (community 

and ecosystem water supply 

response) C aquifer (includes the Kaibab and 

Toroweap Formations) 

Leaky confining layer (includes the 

Middle and Lower Supai Formation) 

R-M aquifer (includes the Redwall and 

                                   Muav Limestones) 

Regional Model Extent 

Generalized GW flow system in the major aquifers and existing 

and projected withdrawal wells for the withdrawal scenarios.  



Scenario 1: all Tribal and non-tribal water demand 

from groundwater. 24,100 ac-ft simulated, 7,400 

withdrawals from other (Navajo) not simulated. 

Scenario 2: all Tribal water demand met by existing 

GW sources, future demand from SW. All non-tribal 

water demand still from from groundwater. 23,400 ac-ft 

simulated. 

Scenario 3: all Tribal and non-tribal water demand 

from existing groundwater sources, all future Tribal 

and non-tribal demand from imported resources. 

18,300 ac-ft simulated. 

Simulated change from 2006 to 2105 



Scenario 1: 

GW level 

change, 

2006 to 

2105.  

Green, little or no change. 

Yellow/Orange, 0-50 ft decline. 

Red/Brown, 50 to 0ver 100 ft decline. 

Light Blue 0-50 ft rise. 

Dark Blue, 50 to 100 ft rise.  



Simulated changes in GW discharge to streams from 2006 to 2105. Note 

Most flow changes are minimal or unmeasurable. Exception, South 

Rim Springs. 



Draft Water Source Menu 

Maps 

 
(Tool to gauge social and economic 

well being…) 



Spring 6 Chevelon Reseroir 

Chevelon Reservoir log jam 

“Little Blue Hole”, Clear Creek 

abv. Mc Hood Reservoir 

Artesian spring, Clear Creek 

blw. Mc Hood Reservoir 

Clear Creek u.s. McHood Reservoir 

Questions? 




